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In August 1999 the North Eurasia Group of SIL International and the Institute 

for Bible Translation held a workshop for translators from ten Turkic languages: 

Azerbaijani, Turkmen, Tatar, Karakalpak, Kyrgyz, Uzbek, Khakas, Tuvan, 

Altai, and Yakut. None of the translators were trained linguists. Non-native 

speakers of the languages who worked with the translators also participated. 

The purpose was to help the translators consider discourse-related structures 

relevant to translation. These included anaphora, use of pronouns, participant 

reference, focus and topic, word order, sentence length, background/foreground 

distinctions, use of conjunctions, cohesion, and the use of tense/aspect. 

After each interactive lecture, participants worked in groups according to 

language. During these sessions, the participants applied the material that had 

been presented to actual texts. 

The papers that developed from the workshop were published in Comments on 

Discourse Structures in Ten Turkic Languages, edited by Clifton and Clifton. 

Two other papers in the volume, those by Gray and by Humnick, represent work 

by members of the North Eurasia Group who were not able to attend the 

workshop. All the papers are presented as work papers. Each paper includes at 

least one interlinear text upon which many of the observations are based. 

As much as possible, we have left the analyses as they were developed by the 

authors. All the interlinear texts are presented in a 3-line format consisting of the 

text as written, a line with morpheme breaks, and a line with glosses. We have 

not, however, standardized the representation of morphemes. Some authors use 

abstract forms, while others use the surface allomorphs. 

We have standardized grammatical terminology as much as possible. For 

example, in a number of the languages we have made a basic distinction in the 

participles between perfect and imperfect rather than between past and present, 

and have consistently referred to aorist forms as present/future. We also decided 

not to break off derivational morphemes. 

We have used gerund, the traditional term from Turkic linguistics, for forms 

which have been referred to elsewhere as converbs or serial verbs, but 

differentiate between various types. For example, the most neutral form is 

referred to as a conjunctive gerund, while other forms are simultaneous gerunds, 

sequential gerunds, gerunds of manner, and so on. 

We trust these papers, especially the interlinear texts, will be of use to others 

involved in the analysis of Turkic languages. 
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Comments on Ойуун Уол ‘Shaman Fellow’: 

A Yakut Historical Legend 

Sargylana Leont’eva 

Yakut is a member of the North Siberian group of the Siberian (or Northern) 

branch of Turkic languages, and is spoken as a first language by approximately 

363,000 people (Johanson 1998:83, Grimes 2000). It is also spoken as a second 

language by some Evenki, Even, and Yukaghir people. Most of the speakers of 

Yakut live in the Sakha Republic (also known as Yakutia) in the Russian 

Federation. Yakut has been developed as a literary language. 

In this paper I will comment on some of the discourse features in the legend 

Ойуун Уол ‘Shaman Fellow’ (Egorova, Starostin, and Gordeeva 1994:225). This 

legend was written down in the 1930s by folklorist Сэһэн Боло.
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1) Aммa, Хоптоҕо нэһилиэк ѳбүгэтэ буолбут Ойуун Уол 

 Aмгa Хоптого нэһилиэк ѳбүгэ-тэ буол-бут ойуун уол 
 Amga Khoptogo settlement ancestor-3PS become-PRFPTC shaman fellow 
 
 диэн бaaрa. 
 диэ-н бaaр-a 
 call-GCNJ EXS-3PS 

Once there was someone named Shaman Fellow, who became the ancestor 

of Khoptogo settlement in Amga district. 

2) Кини кѳмүс симэхтээх кыырaр тaҥaстaaҕa. 

 кини кѳмүс симэхтээх кыыр-aр тaҥaстaaҕ-a 
 3sP silver/gold pendant attired-PRPTC clothing-3PS 

His clothing was attired with silver and gold pendants. 

3) Ол ойуун ѳлѳрѳ чугaһaaбытын билэн 

 ол ойуун ѳл-ѳр-ѳ чугaһaa-быт-ы-н бил-эн 
 FDEM shaman die-PRPTC-3PS approach-PRFPTC-3PS-ACC realize-GCNJ 
 
 иинин хaстaрaр, кутaa отуннaрaр, онно 
 иин-и-н хaстaр-aр кутaa отуннaр-aр онно 
 grave-3PS-ACC make.dig-PRFUT bonfire make.light-PRFUT there 
 

                                                           

 1 ABL=Ablative; ACC=Accusative; COM=Comitive; DAT=Dative; 

EXS=Existence; FDEM=Far Demonstrative; FUT=Future; GCNJ=Gerund: Conjunctive; 

GMNR=Gerund: Manner; NEG=Negative; PERF=Perfect; PL=Plural; PRFPTC=Perfect 

Participle; PRFUT= Present/Future; PRPTC=Present Participle; PST=Past; xnP=Pronoun; 

xnPs=Possessor 
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 кэтэтэр. 
 кэтэт-эр 
 make.wait-PRFUT 

That shaman, realizing that he approaching his death, ordered that his grave 

should be dug, bonfires be lit, and that the people wait there. 

4) Онуохa кутaa оттубут сирдэрин кэтээбит дьон 

 онуохa кутaa отту-бут сир-дэр-и-н кэтээ-бит дьон 
 then bonfire light-PRFPTC place-PL-3PS-ACC wait-PRFPTC people 
 
 сaрсыaрдa турaн кѳѳттѳрѳ, күлгэ сылгы түѳт 
 сaрсыaрдa тур-aн кѳѳт-тѳр-ѳ күл-гэ сылгы түѳт 
 morning stand.up-GCNJ see-PL-GMNR ashes-DAT horse four 
 
 туйaҕын суолa соҕоруу диэкки хaйыһaн үѳһээ кѳтѳн 
 туйaҕ-ы-н суол-a соҕоруу диэкки хaйыһ-aн үѳһээ кѳт-ѳн 
 hoof-3PS-ACC track-3PS south side direct-GCNJ above fly-GCNJ 
 
 хaaлбытa бaaр буолбут. 
 хaaл-быт-a бaaр буол-бут 
 remain-PSTPTC-3PS EXS search-PERF 

Then the people who had lit the bonfires and waited in the places got up in 

the morning, and saw that there remained in the ashes the tracks of the four 

hooves of a horse which had flown away up to the south. 

5) Онтон Ойуун Уол ѳлѳѳрү сытaр сириттэн сүтэн 

 онтон ойуун уол ѳлѳѳрү сыт-aр сир-и-ттэн сүт-эн 
 after.that shaman fellow death lie-PRPTC place-3PS-ABL disappear-GCNJ 
 
 хaaлaр, тыыннaaҕынaн мэлийэр, ону оччоҕо 
 хaaл-aр тыыннaaҕ-ынaн мэлий-эр о-ну оччоҕо 
 remain-PRFUT lively-COM disappear-PRFUT 3sP-ACC then 
 
 дьaбыныгaр үѳһээ кѳттѳҕѳ диэн aaттыыллaр. 
 дьaбын-ы-гaр үѳһээ кѳттѳҕ-ѳ диэ-н aaттыылл-aр 
 shaman.place-3PS-DAT above raise-GMNR say-GCNJ be.called-PRFUT 

But Shaman Fellow disappears from the place where he died, disappears 

alive; then they say that probably he flew away up to that place where 

shamans go away to after death. 

6) Ойуун Уол олорбут сирэ Бүппүт диэн, ол кэннэ 

 ойуун уол олор-бут сир-э бүппүт диэ-н ол кэннэ 
 shaman fellow live-PRFPTC place-3PS ended call-GCNJ FDEM after 
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 Хоптоҕо Улaххaн aлaaһa диэн сирдэргэ бэт элбэх 
 Хоптоҕо улaххaн aлaaһa диэ-н сир-дэр-гэ бэт элбэх 
 Khoptovo big clearing call-GCNJ place-PL-DAT completely much 
 
 кѳмүстээҕэ үһү. 
 кѳмүстээҕ-э үһү 
 have.silver/gold-3PS it.is.likely 

The place where Shaman Fellow lived is called Ended, but in addition, it is 

likely that he had enough silver and gold in the place called Big Khoptovo as 

well. 

7) Ону хaннa кѳммүтэ биллибэт, сиргэ кѳмнүм диирэ 
 о-ну хaннa кѳммү-тэ билли-бэт сир-гэ кѳмнү-м дии-рэ 
 FDEM-ACC where bury-PST know-NEG place-DAT bury-1s say-PRFUT 
 
 үһү, букa, олорбут сиригэр Бүппүккэ буолуо 
 үһү букa олор-бут сир-и-гэр бүппүк-кэ буол-уо 
 It.is.likely probably live-PRFPTC place-3PS-DAT end-DAT be-FUT 
 
 дииллэрэ. 
 дии-ллэр-э 
 be.said-3p-PST 

It is not known where he buried all of that; it is likely, he said that he had 

buried it in the earth, but it is said that probably it’s still in the place where 

he lived. 

Comments 

 1. Designation of participants 

In this historical legend, there are four dynamic participants. The first 

participant is the main actor, the shaman. In sentence 1 he is designated by his 

personal name, Ойуун Уол ‘Shaman Fellow’. (Apparently, over time, the name 

for his profession replaced his old name. Among the Yakut, a person’s name can 

change several times in the course of one’s life.) In sentence 2 the shaman is 

designated by the personal pronoun кини ‘he’. Then in sentence 3 he is named 

by his profession: ол ойуун ‘that shaman’. In the fifth sentence (after the 

introduction of new participants in the fourth sentence), he is once again 

designated by his full name, Ойуун Уол. In addition to these nominal and 

pronominal references, he is referred to by third person agreement markers on 

the verbs as in бaaр-a (sentence 1), тaҡaстaaҕ-a (sentence 2), хaстaр-aр 

(sentence 3), отуннaр-aр (sentence 3), кэтэт-эр (sentence 3). 

The second participant is the people. They are designated in sentence 4 by 

the combination of participle plus noun: кэтээбит дьон ‘people who were 

waiting’. In the legend, they have a secondary significance. 
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A third participant can tentatively be referred to as ‘Yakuts who were 

contemporaries of the Shaman’. This participant is not verbally expressed. 

Instead, this participant is expressed in the last part of sentence 5 with a 

generalized-personal construction. 

The fourth participant consists of the acquaintances of the teller of this 

historical legend. This participant is also not verbally expressed. Instead, it is the 

implied subject of the last verb of sentence 7, дииллэрэ ‘they said’, which has an 

indefinite-personal meaning. 

 2. The use of the present-future tense in order to make events relevant 

When the main story line begins in sentence 3, the parallel predicates 

хaстaрaр ‘cause to dig’, отуннaрaр ‘cause to light’, and кэтэтэр ‘cause to 

wait’, are used. All three are in the present-future tense with the meaning of the 

historical present. The historical present is also used with the predicates мэлийэр 

‘to disappear’ and aaттыыллaр ‘to be called’ in the complex sentence 5. The 

use of the historical present is common in Yakut speech. Its purpose is to create 

a real picture, as if the listener were really there (actualization). As a result, an 

effect is created of the blending of the conversational picture with the real 

picture in which the participants of the speech act are located. 

The predicate биллибэт ‘not to know’ in sentence 7 is expressed with a verb 

in the negative present-future tense form. This also expresses the meaning of the 

expanded present tense. 

 3. The absence of the connecting conjunction уоннa ‘and’ 

It is noteworthy that the connecting conjunction уоннa ‘and’ is never once 

used in the text. In this legend, the function of the connecting conjunction is 

fulfilled by word order, and by the use of participles and adverbial participles. 

The Yakut language is agglutinative and conjunctionless. Words join to one 

another and form a unified construction. This unified construction reflects the 

reality that is also a unified picture. 

In many translated texts, on the other hand, the connecting conjunction 

уоннa occurs frequently. The frequent use of conjunctions reveals the translated 

and borrowed nature of the text. Such a phenomenon is not characteristic of 

original Yakut texts. 
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